
Astronomy C10/L&S C70U

Fall 2017

Instructor: Nick Choksi Time: Tues. 3:10–4:00PM
Email: nchoksi@berkeley.edu Place: 121 Campbell Hall

“You may think it’s a long way down the road to the chemist, but that’s just peanuts to space.”

Why You’re Here: Section will not be an additional lecture each week. Instead, it is an opportunity for you
to digest the knowledge that is being thrown at you in lecture. We will go over particularly interesting problems
or topics in greater depth, tackle material in novel and fun ways, and answer any relevant questions.

Attendance and Participation: You are encouraged to attend section throughout the semester. For the first
three weeks of the semester, you absolutely must attend in order to secure your spot in the class. Afterward,
your presence is technically optional but still expected. A portion of your final grade will be based on my
evaluation of your section participation and attendance.

Homework and Quizzes: Homework is due at 5:30PM each Friday in the boxes in Campbell Hall (down the
hall from us). You will have two quizzes during this discussion section – check the dates in your course reader.

Office Hours: Tues 2-3PM (before section) in 355 Campbell, or by appointment. At office hours we can
discuss further questions, go over material in greater depth, and discuss anything else under the sun you’d like.
Feel free to ask for advice about anything – even if it is not directly related to the course. If you cannot (or do
not want to) attend my office hours, any of the other GSIs office hours or TALC are also fair game. You can
also talk to me or shoot me an email, and I am happy to meet outside of my scheduled hours.

Teaching Philosophy: Communicate with me! I want section to be helpful to you, so please tell me at
anytime what’s working and what’s not. I’m very open to discussing anything that may be troubling you,
regarding this course or otherwise. If you have extenuating circumstances come talk to me; I will do my best
to help.

Academic Honesty: Don’t cheat. It’s not worth it.

Inclusivity: Be nice. Be respectful.

xkcd: “Sphere”
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